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AWS Migrat ion  Checkl i s t 
8 Steps to Success When Migrating Data to AWS

A Market Leading Platform Delivering Exceptional Value
As enterprise big data continues to rapidly expand from emerging sources, such as online banking, and 
legacy data stores continue to grow, Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the clear leader in the cloud 
infrastructure market due to its price, performance and security advantages,  according to the 2021 Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure & Platform Services.1

While the financial and performance benefits of a data lake on AWS are highly attractive, the process of 
migrating data from on-premises server farms and datastores to the cloud requires careful planning and 
stakeholder buy-in.  Key considerations include how to maintain operations during the migration, managing 
data dependencies and ensuring regulatory safeguards are maintained. 

Process Flow for Migrating to AWS
8 Steps for a Successful Migration
There is a plethora of reasons that justify the migration of data to AWS.  Some of the most common reasons 
enterprises undertake this endeavor include reduced costs, increased IT productivity, reduced downtime, 
mergers and acquisitions, improved security, regulatory compliance and performance gains.  Ultimately, every 
migration should start with the customer in mind.

The following process flow provides a logical framework to help define and manage your data migration.  The 
high-level categories provide a starting point for defining detailed activities and specifications to be managed 
throughout the migration.  Visualizing the interrelationships between the steps helps to ensure dependencies  
are accurately defined.  Within each step, objectives should be set with the corresponding assignment of 
responsibilities and workload across your data migration team.

1. 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure & Platform Services

https://aws.amazon.com/resources/analyst-reports/gartner-mq-cips-2021/


Process Flow for Migrating to AWS
Data
In addition to data volume and location, it is 

important to inventory current processes, 

data structures and safeguards.  Key  

considerations for your migration plan 

should include business requirements, data 

value, data type, governance and complexity.

People
Assemble your data migration team 

consisting of internal and external 

resources, including stakeholders and 

vendors.  For users, you'll need to inventory 

their roles to ensure equivalent permission 

levels are set up. 

Process
Make sure you have a bulletproof process,  

including migration specification 

development, setting objectives, 

assembling a migration team,  data 

mapping, backup, testing and validation 

and roll-out plan.  Configuring Starburst 

early on AWS in the process will help 

minimize operational disruptions.

Technology
The combination of Starburst Enterprise 

and AWS delivers  speed, efficiency and 

reliability for cloud-based data lakes.  

Because Starburst Enterprise on AWS is 

architected for the separation of storage 

and compute, it is ideal for querying data 

residing in multiple systems, from cloud 

data lakes to legacy data warehouses.  

Challenge Siloed data warehouse 

platforms, costly to scale and analyze Until 

a few years ago, FINRA ran its data 

warehousing infrastructure on premises. 

Organizational barriers and scalability 

limitations forced FINRA to create 

separate analytic silos, with each handling 

a subset of the entire dataset. The 

resulting data fragmentation made 

analytics difficult. The growing data 

volume and analytical needs also started to 

exceed the capacity of its legacy systems. 

Scaling was expensive and difficult. 

Solutions were sized to handle peak 

capacity, which meant that they became 

very costly. Expanding them was only 

possible
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 Build the Business Case for the Migration
• Prioritize and assess systems and data impact to the business
• Establish the processes for measuring performance and ROI gains
• Develop KPIs for the migration
• Establish baselines pre-migration to determine post-migration performance improvements
• Set the objectives and anticipated gains

 Explore, Inventory and Back Up the Data
• Assess and prioritize systems and data to minimize business impact
• Align migration timing and critical business processes
• Map the architecture of your data and datastores, and establish your requirements
• Plan to migrate with lower-value data first to reduce risk to business operations
• Establish a governance plan to ensure compliance with PII, PHI and PCI regulations
• Back up the data and set a restoration plan

 Initiate a Starburst Enterprise Trial in AWS Marketplace 
• Sustains data analytics operations during a migration
• Delivers access to data where it lives with no copying required
• Facilitates transfer and test protocols to ensure data integrity is not impacted by the migration
• Reduces migration costs and the total cost of ownership (TCO) of data analytics
• Seamlessly integrated with AWS
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Starburst  and AWS Data Migration Checklist
Best Practices to Unlock the Value of Data in Your Enterprise
This checklist provides 8 critical steps to help data lake architects facilitate a successful migration to AWS. It 
discusses how Starburst can  improve analytics operations throughout the data migration process.

Starburst provides customers with a single point of insight through its ability to connect to any source of data – 
whether it’s located on-premises, in the cloud, or across a hybrid cloud environment. Starburst lets 
data teams use the analytics tools they already know and love while accessing data that lives anywhere.

Starburst is the engine that defines the data consumption layer.  We enable organizations to unlock the value 
of distributed data by making it fast and easy to access, no matter where it lives, all without the need to move 
or copy data. Starburst queries data across any database, making it instantly actionable for data-driven 
organizations. With Starburst, teams can lower the total cost of their infrastructure and analytics 
investments, prevent vendor lock-in, and use the existing tools that work for their business. 
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 Training and Documentation
• Determine the process changes resulting from the move to the AWS Cloud
• Update and communicate documentation changes
• Set up training sessions to ensure all impacted users experience minimal

productivity loss

 Mitigate Service Disruptions
• Schedule targeted data set migrations during times of low utilization
• Maintain data on source systems
• Anticipate disruptions and proactively reach out to impacted users

   Maximize Data Value During and Post Migration
• Establish a thorough quality assurance process for testing migrated data
• Ensure data integrity and system performance prior to roll-out
• If using a Data Mesh strategy, set up a Data Mesh layer to access data where it

resides currently and in the future state

• Optimize the cloud data lake resources for ROI-driven performance gains

  Solicit Stakeholder Feedback
• With each functional dataset migration, ensure stakeholders report on their

experiences and adjust as needed

• Determine the next steps for performance and business intelligence gains

 Capture Stakeholder Buy-In
• Identify and engage all stakeholders across the enterprise
• Coordinate migration planning based on the objectives and impact on each department /

business unit

• Prioritize planning around high value, data-rich systems and departments
• Assess and minimize the impact on users
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Migrate Data to the Right Cloud at the Right Cost Basis 
Cloud optimiziation is critical for slashing the total cost of ownership (TCO) of data management 

Starburst Enterprise enables cloud optimization by creating a SQL-based  query engine  over the top of all 

data sources that acts as a single point of access.  We call this the data consumption layer.  The data 

consumption layer allows for the underlying data locations, formats and technologies to change without 

the users needing to be aware. 

IT can concentrate on moving the data, and users can get fast, reliable, accurate, and timely data 
without interruption.  Business users, tools and data-consuming services leverage the Starburst 
Enterprise SQL query engine to enjoy the freedom of not needing to know where the data comes from 
or when that location has changed.  When data sources, formats or locations change, the agility of 
Starburst Enterprise enables you to easily access  the new datastores. All users are migrated 
simultaneously and seamlessly. 
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https://www.starburst.io
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-pwnl3c6p2jycg#pdp-support
https://www.starburst.io/aws
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